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It has been almost one year since I embraced the
challenge of João Pereira dos Santos, President of
Nova Economics Club, to join the Executive Board of
the club. At the time, we expected the club to expand
its partnerships with national institutions in order to
provide its members with the possibility of conducting
policy analysis and the opportunity to engage with
professors in a ‘learn-by-doing’ environment.
Fortunately, our initial expectations were highly
surpassed. Besides greatly increasing the number of
ongoing projects, – and consequently, the size of the
club, – we were also able to build central pillars which
we believe have brought the Nova Economics Club
much closer to our idea of how an extracurricular club
at Nova SBE should be: a group of diverse people
working alongside each other for their mutual benefit
and for the benefit of the community at Nova. But it is
also easy to forget that there was a time, during my
first year in the club, when we had no newsletter. The
matter of fact is that we have come a long way:
especially considering the growth in quality and size
of our flagship conference, - “Economia Viva,” - as
well as our presence in social media.

And when I look back, I have to say I am truly thankful
for the individuals that have supported this project. I
feel that the probability of finding a small team of
people (that were sometimes in different time zones)
willing to help me with the creation of this publication,
whilst simultaneously managing other aspects of the
club - such as communication, marketing and event
organisation - was truly small. As such, I want to thank
Patrícia Filipe, Carlos Gonçalves and Marli Fernandes
- as well João Correia, who did a fantastic job in the
design for many our event posters - for helping make
all of this possible! My winter relationship with Mother
Russia was much healthier thanks to all of you.

I hope this newsletter has served well the two
purposes for which it was created: the sharing of
information and news related to the NEC, and the
creation of a platform for our readers of relevant
articles, events, trends to watch, economic and
financial indicators, as well as biographies of
renowned economists. For the past editions, we have
continuously adapted our publication by redesigning
its structure and image, and putting new ideas into
practice that we felt our audience would appreciate. In
the future, I believe that this is the sort of decision
making that the next editor of the newsletter will need
to take, as he or she might have other and better
ideas to include in here than I did. I truly hope that is
the case!

I would like to thank the long list of 42 individuals who
participated and contributed to the many editions of
our newsletter over the past semesters. I would
especially like to thank NICud and NovaStat for

contributing with articles of their own. This is the sort
of positive exchange that should happen more often
with our clubs. We should not forget, that above all,
we are a community of students. This is how I hope
the other members within the Nova Economics Club
should look to their position within the club and Nova
SBE.

With my undergraduate degree in Economics at Nova
coming to a close, I would like to sincerely emphasize
that the NEC was the most significant experience I
had during my studies at Nova. And though at times I
had to prioritize my time and devotion to this club
ahead of my personal study time, I must say it was
well worth it. I have learned whilst at the club that I am
a project-driven individual. Thus, I would like to end
my last editorial by saying thank you to every member
of all the different teams to which I have been
assigned to during my period as a member of the
NEC. I would also like to thank all the members of the
NEC’s Executive Board, with special regards to João
Pereira dos Santos, who was, above all, a model of
dedication and hard work for everyone in the club.
Also, I would like to give a huge thank you to
Professor Susana Peralta and Pedro Freitas, for all
the help, personal insights and time they devoted – I
was very lucky to have you as my first mentors! And
finally, dear Patrícia Filipe, thank you for being the
team member I always wished for!

I hope that you keep moving forward.

Stay connected,

Pedro Filipe Rodrigues
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1th A contracting economy and the persistently low oil price have hurt Russia’s budget. Officials are

pushing for increased taxation of the country’s oil industry to support its budget; this may cripple the

oil industry and Russia’s long-term prospects.

4th The unemployment rate in the euro zone in February dropped from 10.4 to 10.3%. For young people

the unemployment rate rounds 21.6%.

5th The US economy’s service sector expanded in March, rising, above expectation, from 53,4 to 54.5.

This might be a signal that business conditions are moving at a positive pace.

Counteracting the worldwide charge toward negative rates, the Reserve Bank of Australia kept the

cash rate at 2%.

11th The Italian government moved ahead with a privately funded investment vehicle aimed at shoring up

weak banks and responding to worries over the health of lenders in the eurozone’s third-largest

economy.

12th Portugal's consumer price inflation held steady in March, previous month. The consumer price index

rose 0.4% YoY, same as in the January, inflation was 0.8 percent. The harmonized index of

consumer prices (HICP) climbed 0.5% in March after a 0.2% rise in the previous month.

13th The trade picture in China staged a turnaround in March, with exports rising at the fastest pace since

February 2015. Dollar-denominated exports rose 11.5% on-year, recovering from a 25.4% slump hit

in February.

14th The Bank of England kept its benchmark interest rate steady, saying there are fresh signs that

uncertainty surrounding the outcome of the U.K.’s upcoming referendum on membership of the

European Union is slowing the economy.

18th Parliament in Brazil voted to start impeachment proceedings against President Dilma Rousseff over

charges of manipulating government accounts. The "yes" camp comfortably won the required two-

thirds majority in the vote in the lower house in Brasilia.

19nd German investor confidence climbed for a second month, rising to the highest level this year, as

concerns over China’s economy eased and the European Central Bank ramped up euro-area

stimulus.

20th Argentina has sold $16.5bn of sovereign debt in its first international bond issue since its record 2002

default. Argentina received offers worth $68.6bn from investors around the world, two-thirds of them

based in the United States.

22th Euro zone business activity slipped in April; the outlook remains gloomy despite major stimulus

measures from the European Central Bank.

26th Significant differences between Athens and its lenders on bailout targets still remain and more time to

discuss Greek reforms that would unlock the next loan instalment was demanded.

27th For Angel Gurría, secretary-general of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,

not only “the UK is much stronger as part of Europe”, as leaving the EU would have enormous

negative effects on trade barriers and immigration.

28th Surprisingly for some market players, who were expecting a great amount of stimulus, the Bank of

Japan left monetary policy steady, maintaining its negative 0.1% deposit rate and its 80 trillion yen

base money target.

29th Spanish Banks are taking advantage of Portugal’s slow recovery from European Debt Crisis by taking

over a big slice of Portuguese financial industry.

April in Review
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What Progressive Tax Reform Should Look Like –
Democracy Journal
In the background of the U.S. presidential elections,
Jason Furman attempts to address the challenges in
reforming the U.S. federal tax system, namely from a
policy and political standpoint. This article concludes by
proposing a path forward on tax reform in “broader
areas of agreement” that “would represent an overall
improvement.”

The economic impacts of Brexit: Results from a
meta-analysis – VOX
Studies attempting to quantify the economic effects for
the UK of Brexit have come up with conflicting results –
ranging from significant advantages to marked losses.
Using a meta-analysis, this column shows this can be
explained by different methods and assumptions, as
well as varying coverage of effects. The forward-
looking, model-based studies are unable to capture
many positive effects of economic integration on
welfare and growth. In comparison, backward-looking
studies tend to find significantly larger trade effects of
economic integration agreements. The meta-analysis
suggests that in case of Brexit, GDP losses for the UK
in the range of 10% or more cannot be ruled out in the
long run. Read more here.

What’s wrong with negative rates? – Project
Syndicate
In none of the economies attempting the unorthodox
experiment of negative interest rates has there been a
return to growth and full employment. “In some cases,
the outcome has been unexpected: some lending rates
have actually increased”. In this article, Joseph Stiglitz
discusses several consequences of negative interest
rates, asserting that central banks are helping to
expose the economy to greater financial instability.

Why birthplace matters so much – VOX
This column uses British Household Panel Survey data
to assess whether birthplace plays a role in determining
future earnings. On average, an individual born in
London in the 1970s will earn around 7% more than an
individual of the same age and gender born in
Manchester; who in turn will earn 5.5% more than an
individual born in Cardiff. Parental sorting and the
influence of birthplace in decisions about current
location both play a role in explaining this effect.

Incentives as Ideology – Stumbling and Mumbling
In this blog entry, Chris Dillow addresses one of the
pillars of economics, namely that of the role of
incentives. After going through several studies
questioning the effectiveness of “big incentives,” Mr.
Dillow poses the question: “if high-powered incentives
can so often fail or backfire, why do they still exist in
some places?”

System says slow – The Economist
This article highlights that, although there is not any
global economic crisis in the horizon, nor any risk of
falling into recession soon, the IMF forecasts political
danger in the economic stagnations.

Oil prices and the global economy: It’s complicated
– VOX
“This column notes that when nominal interest rates are
pinned at zero, lower inflation due to a drop in oil prices
raises real interest rates, working against the traditional
positive income effects.” Dangers arise from the
possibility of unanchored inflation expectations and
dislocations – including corporate and sovereign
defaults – that could spook already jittery financial
markets. Read more here.

Fiscal policy remains critical for much of the world
economy – VOX
In terms of GDP and unemployment, the US’s recovery
from the crisis was relatively rapid. This was in large
part due to forceful fiscal policy conducted by the
Obama Administration. This column surveys the
lessons for other economies, which have seen less-
convincing recoveries. Around the world, increased
spending and tax cuts over the last eight years have
had positive effects. Continuing recovery will require
concerted action in these directions. Read more. here

The globalisation in the long run: Gains from trade
and openness 1800-2014 – VOX
The slowdown of global trade growth since the Global
Crisis has raised concerns across the world. This article
aims to measure the world openness to trade by
computing exports to GDP ratio, as well as gains from
trade since 1830. The conclusion is that, contrary to a
widely held view, the current level of globalisation of
trade is unprecedented.

Measuring the quality of jobs in OECD countries –
VOX
Job quality plays an essential role not only in
individuals’ well-being, but also encouraging
productivity and economic development. In order to do
so, this column puts together data regarding earnings
quality, labour market security and quality of the
working environment for all the OECD countries.

Are Stress Tests Still Informative? – Liberty Street
Economics
In the wake of the financial crisis and more recent
events such as Banco Espírito Santo and Banif, stress
testing has become a common practice in the banking
industry. In this article, the blog of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York assesses the extent to which stress
test disclosures are informative, both in a regulatory
context as well as to provide information for investors.

NEC Recommends
Articles and Trends to watch
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Last May 3, Paul Krugman had dinner at Restaurant
O Pote, in Lisbon. Fortunately, the Nova Economics
Club had the opportunity to ask a few questions to
the 2008 Nobel Prize Laureate in Economic
Sciences.

Macedo Why did you start to study International
Economics?

Krugman Well, mainly because of science fiction
and especially after reading that novel from Isaac
Asimov where the mathematical social scientists
saved the galactic civilization!

Macedo Would you give any particular advice to
younger economists that are starting their careers?

Krugman Definitely. Look for data or information
that people are currently not using. We have too
much theory... what we need is evidence that comes
from the ground up.

Macedo Which social policy defended by Bernie
Sanders do you find most interesting?

Krugman Much more aid for education, but not
necessarily free college.

Macedo Do you expect a position in Hillary
Clinton's administration in case she wins the next
Presidential election?

Krugman No way. There is no job I could do that
would not be a step down.

Macedo Regarding the Euro Crisis, do you
consider that the ECB started its QE program too
late? How will the ECB keep its inflation target? Do
you think helicopter money is a solution?

Krugman The ECB is doing everything it can but I
have my doubts whether it will be enough... As for
helicopter money, I do not see which problem it
solves because the Eurozone needs money plus
fiscal policy. However, Germany does not allow
fiscal policy to work.

Macedo Will TTIP negotiations be concluded
during Obama’s Presidency? President Hollande
recently said this would be very unlikely...

Krugman It is indeed unlikely but I do not care.
TTIP, like TPP, is not a real trade agreement. It is
about intellectual property and dispute settlement.

Macedo Aside from demographics, which topic
related to the Portuguese economy would you study
more carefully?

Krugman I would start by studying Portuguese
exports, I would search for what is working and what
is not.

In case you are wondering, Paul Krugman ordered
octopus rice with shrimps, a dish he tried 40 years
ago [1]. Both the the interviewer and the interviewee
were waited upon by João Almeida (pictured), who
kindly dedicated his two books to them.

What a fantastic day for the Nova Economics Club!

[1] To know more about the time when MIT’s PhD student Paul
Krugman - together with Jeffrey Frankel, Miguel Beleza, Andrew
Abel, Raymond Hill, and Rudiger Dornbush - visited Portugal,
you can read the article of Prof. Jorge Braga de Macedo in
Francesco Franco's Challenges ahead for the portuguese
economy (2008) pp 201-229 p. 239.

Recorded on site by

Professor Jorge Braga de Macedo

Questions by

Professor Jorge Braga de Macedo, João Pereira 
dos Santos and Patrícia Filipe

Edited by 

Pedro Filipe Rodrigues
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Your alarm clock rings. Since it is synchronized
with the alarm clock of your friends, everyone
wakes up at the same time. You are going to get
together to buy online tickets for the concert of
your favorite band. Someone is late; he warns
you in the Facebook chat group. If you arrived
earlier you might just get upset; in fact, you
requested Uber and now you will have to wait.
Impatient, you just want to hurry up: your new
sneakers are going to arrive in an hour, according
to the delivery tracking app.

This could be an ordinary day of many young
friends in any developed country; the internet has
come a long way and is no longer a novelty.
However, many countries still face a different
reality, especially developing countries such as
Brazil, Russia, India and China – or BRIC as they
are called – to which the use of internet in
services has just arrived.

Massive internet penetration - combined with the
incredible boom in the use of smartphones -
made emerging economies the most attractive
markets for giants of ecommerce and opened a
window for the smaller ones.

According to a recent Deloitte publication, the
Asia Pacific region is going to experience the
highest growth rates in online sales - see graph 1.

Graph 1- Regional eCommerce projections.

What is predicted to happen next?

Most developed countries are reaching a
saturation point. New technologies are well
implemented and used by a wide range of the
population. Mature markets do not have much
space to further growth, whereas BRIC countries
present an interesting opportunity.

“the sharp increase in internet access
has been sustained by high growth rates
in smartphone penetration.”

From the four country group, this article is going
to focus on countries within the Pacific Asia
region – probably the most promising one.

In spite of the differences between China and
India, there are some common drivers behind the
predicted increase in online shopping.

First of all, the rapid rise in internet access - 15
percentage points increase in the internet
penetration indicator between 2010 and 2014 for
China and 10,5 percentage points for India during
the same period. These numbers have much to
escalate from the current 49,3% in China and
18% in India. Internet access is obviously an
essential condition; otherwise ecommerce would
not even be possible. However, it is only a
promising possibility given that the sharp increase
in internet access has been sustained by high
growth rates in smartphone penetration. In these
emerging economies, the use of smartphones
surpasses all other devices. A Credit Suisse
study advances that “In India, two-thirds of the
Internet access is through smartphone and, in
China, nearly three-fifths”.

Moreover, the traditional "bricks and mortar" retail
sector – typically in physical stores - is
underdeveloped, encouraging non-physical
transactions. Interestingly, it is cheaper to open
an online store rather that a physical one, mainly
due to high renting costs and to expensive
logistics.

The previous two arguments are referred in
“Many eCommerce Opportunities Ahead in
Emerging Markets”, Credit Suisse and “The Main
Ecommerce Drivers in Emerging Markets”,
euromonitor international.

(continues on the next page)
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As said before, eCommerce constitutes an
opportunity for bigger and smaller firms; smaller
ones have the advantage of facing few entry
costs, which are not so important for bigger ones
because they invest a lot to gain higher market
shares.

A new question arises: what pushes big
online selling businesses to invest so much?

When considering the current success of China
ecommerce that grew nearly 600% between 2010
and 2014, the potential boost in revenue is clearly
the most attractive factor. The example of China
justifies the increasing expectations that this level
of success may be replicated in other markets.

On the other hand, firms have always a
safeguard: there is as much to learn from failures
as there is to gain from successes.

Nonetheless, bigger firms hold a great advance.
Due to the large percentage of underbanked
population and the limited access to loans by
small domestic businesses, multinational firms
enjoy the power and funds to give incentives in
the form of loans to domestic businesses, gaining

important partners - especially in China and India
where being a local company is essential for
logistical, know-how and marketing purposes.

Furthermore, it provides more opportunities to
introduce new ways of electronic payment or
cash-on-delivery, currently a very popular method
of payment.

“emerging economies are expected to
have a higher share of total retailing to
online retailing when compared to the
developed economies.”

Recall that emerging economies are expected to
have a higher share of total retailing to online
retailing when compared to the developed
economies. This creates another strong incentive
to gain a stake in this war of giants.

Focusing in China and India, it is important to
establish some relevant differences. India has
both poorer population and inferior infrastructures
than China. Although, there are good reasons for
big online store firms to invest large sums of
money in India, the main one being the possibility
of winning the fight for market share – even
considering the high level of risk involved in this
market.

To conclude, it is important to refer the risks
associated with every BRIC country. Brazil is
currently in a very unstable situation, facing an
economic recession intensified by a political
crisis. Russia is still facing economic sanctions
which, coupled with low oil prices, led the country
to a severe economic recession. India has strict
rules that bans foreign firms from owning
inventory, creating the necessity to rely on
domestic sellers. Finally, China has a huge
domestic firm that monopolizes almost the entire
market, Alibaba.

Nevertheless, eCommerce is a way to reach new
growth for already mature national firms,
especially in countries with younger populations
like the ones presented in here. This means that,
having the goal of seeking new growing markets,
firms should look for countries with high
perspectives for internet penetration and younger
populations. Where are the e-freshmen?

João Matias,

NEC member,

Undergraduate, 2nd year
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After a golden decade of strong growth, low
inflation and improvements on social matters due
to good financial conditions and high commodity
prices, Latin America seemed to begin a dark
decade in 2012.

However, policymakers have recently reported
evidence of future potential prosperity in Latin
America - see graph 1 -, due to implementation of
growth stimulation measures. Improving domestic
structural policies is predicted to promote growth
in the long-run and enable a higher potential
GDP.

One of the very first visible consequences of this
dark decade was the progressive slowdown in the
growth of the middle class. During the golden
decade, the size of this class increased at a brisk
pace - 5.3% per year between 2004 and 2012,
more than ten million per year. Additionally,
poverty decreased 5.4% per year between 2004
and 2012, and 3.9% per year between 2012 and
2014. However, given the worsening in economic
conditions during 2015 and 2016, the slowdown
in social gains was inevitable.

Reigniting growth would be the first step to boost
and preserve social welfare. Then, it is of utmost
importance to invest in social infrastructures and
public services, in order to improve human capital
and fight poverty – currently, two-thirds of Latin
Americans are poor or vulnerable. Finally, during
the last years, policymakers have lost credibility
to negotiate with external financial institutions,
which makes the access to certain basic
opportunities almost impossible. Regaining
credibility should, therefore, also be a top priority
to local decision makers.

Moreover, emerging markets have been hit not
only by the slowdown of GDP growth rates, but
also by interest rates near zero, by the exposure
of local firms to the appreciation of the U.S dollar
– recall the inverse relationship between this
currency and the stock market, as well as the
negative impact of increasingly expensive
American goods on Latin economies - and, more
recently, by the end of the fed’s quantitative
easing. Therefore, international capital inflows
decreased.

“most people suffer from low income,
poor social security and an inadequate
health system.”

The most affected region by this sequence of
events was Latin America; as a consequence,
bigger fiscal policy intervention is needed to
enable structural changes. These can be
achieved through austerity measures, by
containing public spending and raising revenues.
However, the concept of austerity applied during
the eighties and early nineties in this region is no
longer present today. Times have changed; it is
necessary the use of intelligent austerity – which
implies a budget cut without forgetting priorities
such as reducing poverty and keeping high
economic growth rates.

There are two major problems in this area that
are important to address: the deficit of
infrastructures and the outdated educational
system. Around 70% of the workforce in Latin
America is allocated to the informal sector, which
represents one of its biggest obstacles to
accomplish development. Furthermore, the level
of corruption in the other 30% weakens
development and growth greatly. As a
consequence, most people suffer from low
income, poor social security and an inadequate
health system. Moreover, the majority of the
labour force is extremely vulnerable to many
economic and political problems that could be
reduced by higher commitment to social welfare
from authorities and local governments.

One instrument that could be used to address
some of these problems is the current low interest
rate; in fact, public spending and tax policies can
(continues on the next page)
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benefit greatly from lower rates. However,
governments and firms must be responsible to
avoid unnecessary debt. This way, investment in
infrastructures and human capital would be
possible, as well as further improvements in the
housing market and in public and social services.
This would also lead to a greater relocation of
workers from the informal to the formal sector,
reducing the vulnerability of the workers in the
informal sector.

Moreover, the credit provided by banks is of an
outmost importance to both growth and
development in emerging economies.
Additionally, the resources allocated by the IMF in
this region - normally with a longer repayment
period and adjusted interest rates - are crucial to
the desired economic and social restructuring.

Given the present day economic and social
reality, shattered by austerity measures in
multiple ways, it is of extreme importance to
acknowledge appropriate measures for these less
developed economies, so as not to hinder their
economic development. Above all, it is within
these countries where the lack of investment
opportunities in the social areas is more evident -
especially in Latin America, and should be taken
as a priority when determining the future of these
nations.

If the global financial system is failing to inject
capital in Latin America, international financial
institutions should respond by facilitating public-

-private partnerships or foreign private investment
and relaxing required austerity measures. In
short, countries should be considered separately
according to their individual characteristics, and
learn to take advantage of the opportunity of low
interest rates.

“the credit provided by banks is of an
outmost importance to both growth and
development in emerging economies.”

Despite the prospects for a future economic
recovery in Latin America, it is time to take
concrete and decisive measures to unleash its
potential. This is not the time to wait for another
lucky decade, it is time for progress!

Beatriz Braz

NEC Member

Undergraduate, 1st year
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This last month was filled with remarkable events.
And though there is much to write, in particular, April
of 2016 will be a month to remember for many
Brazilians. It is impossible to end this month without
reflecting on the political crisis that erupted in a
country that is frequently associated with the joyful
tunes of Samba.

In August 2014, Brazil woke up to the corruption
scheme happening inside its state-run oil company,
Petrobras. Executives of the firm had allegedly
bribed politicians, using funds skimmed from
company profits to do so. Being a state-run
company, Petrobras was frequently used by the
government as a springboard for members of the
Workers’ Party to achieve higher positions within the
firm and, consequently, higher compensation.

The scandal involved numerous political
personalities - including former President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva. This was naturally a shock to the
majority of Brazilians, as Lula da Silva had, for
years, represented the face of increasing social
welfare in Brazil. During his presidency, Brazil saw
economic and social inequality being reduced
substantially. Brazil has, in short, become a divided
country, with, on one side, those that support Lula’s
stake, and on the other, those that feel they have
been wronged and want the former president
brought to justice. After many years of social
progress, the discussion surrounding social
inequality has come, once more, to the forefront of
the Brazilian political discourse.

Dilma Rousseff, - current president of Brazil and
former head of Petrobras’ Executive Board, - is yet
another high political officer that has been caught in
the heat of the scandal. Investigations have
revealed that during the last presidential campaign,
the current president of Brazil covered important
expenses with illegal funds sent from Petrobras to
the Workers’ Party, with the purpose of supporting
the presidential campaign. To add insult to injury,
former president Lula da Silva was also invited by
Dilma Rousseff to become chief of staff and take up
a prominent position as member of her government,
granting him broad legal protections under Brazilian
law - all of this despite her earlier acknowledgement
of knowing Lula da Silva was suspected of being
involved with the Petrobras scandal. The decision
has incited and intensified political upheaval,
culminating over the past few weeks with the recent
and popular impeachment request of Dilma
Rousseff.

In less than three years, Dilma Rousseff’s popularity
has dropped from a high of 80% (in 2013) to 10% (in

2016) - making this, altogether, an interesting case-
study in the field of politics. And though this is, in
many ways, the result of the corruption scandal
surrounding Dilma’s political party, it can also be
said that the austerity measures taken by Dilma’s
government during her second term as president of
Brazil have not helped her case.

However, looking beyond the political background, it
may be that the worst of news is yet to come.
Looking at Brazil’s economic indicators, and
specifically, the recent figures for GDP growth,
Brazil has been suffering a severe slowdown in
economic progress - consequence of the political
instability but also the tumble in prices of
commodities.

In terms of exports, Brazil trades mostly raw
materials - including iron ore ($26.9B), soybeans
($23.6B), crude petroleum ($16.4B), raw sugar
($9.8B) and poultry meat ($7.21B). With
commodities representing a prime source of Brazil’s
revenues, the matter of fact is that the sharp decline
in their respective prices have led to an abrupt fall in
export-generated revenue, and consequently, have
widened Brazil’s public deficit. And with GDP falling
almost 6% YoY by the end of 2015 (graph 1), it now
seems these figures may have further room to fall,
as further austerity measures are taken in hopes of
containing public spending.

All in all, Brazil is experiencing difficult times. In
order to achieve better prospects for the future, the
country will need to reform its political system and
enact programs with the objective of overhauling its
economy via diversification, as well further
investment in human capital. Only then may the
country reclaim its position as one of the best
performing emerging economies.

Miguel Amaro

NEC Member

Undergraduate, 2nd year
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John Richard Hicks was born on the 8th of April,

1904, in Warwick, England, and is one of the most

important economists of the 20th century.

Son of a local journalist, he joined Clifton College

in 1917, where he completed his preparatory

studies (1922). Afterwards, he moved to Balliol

College, Oxford, where he proceeded with his

studies and financed his education through

scholarships. Due to his interest in history and

literature, after a first year of specialisation in

mathematics, Hicks left to join Oxford’s famous

"Philosophy, Politics and Economics" curriculum in

1923. After graduating in 1926, John Hicks started

working at London School of Economics (LSE) in a

supposedly temporary lectureship that lasted until

1935. During those years, Hicks first started by

teaching labor economics, with emphasis on

descriptive work regarding industrial relations.

Eventually though, he moved to a more analytical

field where maths played a more predominant role.

Subsequently, in 1935, Hicks left London to

occupy a lectureship place at Cambridge (and

Fellowship at Gonville & Caius College). This was

the year that he married his wife Ursula Webb (yet

another economist).

He lived in Cambridge until 1938. It was during

those years that he wrote ‘Value and Capital’

(1939) - which was largely based on his work

whilst at the LSE.

Leaving Cambridge in 1938, Hicks joined The

University of Manchester as a professor, where he

worked on welfare economics and developed

applications of the field to social accounting.In

1946 he returned to Oxford as a research fellow

for Nuffield College (1946-1952), as Drummond

Professor of Political Economy (1952-1965), and

finally as a research fellow of All Souls College

(1965-1971). He took this time to study and

investigate other branches of theoretical

economics - writing on money and international

trade, as well as on growth and business cycle

fluctuations.

In 1972, Sir John Richard Hicks (knighted in 1964)

received the Nobel Prize in Economics, together

with Kenneth J. Arrow, for their work on general

economic equilibrium theory and welfare theory.

He died on 20th of May 1989.

The contributions of John R. Hicks to economics

pertained to the field of microeconomics and

macroeconomics. Hicks introduced the concept of

“elasticity of substitution” and invented the IS-LM

model (macro) - a graphical representation of the

argument John M. Keynes gave in his ‘General

Theory of Employment, Interest and Money’ (1936)

about how an economy could be in equilibrium

with less than full employment.

In his book, entitled ‘Value and Capital’, hicks

presented and used the concept of ordinal utility

(where preferences are relative) instead of the

usual cardinal utility that had, until recent times,

been erroneously used by economists.

Finally, Hicks also invented the Hicksian demand

function - which differed from the usual

Marshallian demand function insofar that, by

isolating the substitution effect, Hicks could

impose the assumption that consumers would be

compensated just enough and would therefore be

able to purchase other bundles of equivalent utility

(and consequently, within the same indifference

curve).

Though there are other contributions, it is these

four listed above that truly reflect the dimension of

Hicks’ work. The concepts he theorized and

developed are so instrumental that, today, they

continue to be taught economics or business

faculties all over the world.

Without a shadow of doubt, John Hicks was one of

the greatest economists to have ever lived.

Alexandre Gouveia

NEC Member

Undergraduate, 2nd year

John Richard Hicks
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Portugal Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Indicator Unit JAN FEB MAR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

GDP YoY, % - - - 1,6 1,4 1,3 - -4,5 (2012/Q4) 2,5 (2010/Q2)

Unemployment Rate % 12,2 12,3 12,1 11,9 11,9 12,2 - 11,3 (2010/M1) 17,5 (2013/M1)

Employment Rate YoY, % 1,2 1,4 - 1,5 0,2 1,6 - -5,6 (2013/M1) 2,5 (2014/M7)

Personal Saving Rate % of avg. income - - - 4,9 4,1 4,2 - 4,1 (2015/Q3) 10,6 (2010/Q1)

Exports YoY, % - - - 7,1 4,0 2,3 - 0 (2012/Q4) 10,3 (2010/Q1)

Imports YoY, % - - - 12,0 5,1 4,3 - -12,4 (2011/Q4) 13,0 (2010/Q2)

Coverage Rate (Exp/Imp) % of imports - - - 94,6 95,3 95,9 - 76,5 (2010/Q2) 101,4 (2013/Q1)

Public Debt % GDP - - - 128,6 130,5 128,8 - 86,2 (2010/Q1) 132,8 (2014/Q1)

Economic Activity Indicator YoY, % 0,9 0,7 0,3 0,9 0,9 1,0 0,6 -4,5 (2012/M1) 1,7 (2010/M5)

Industrial Production Index Avg. 2010 = 100 96,2 95,7 - 99,6 94,8 95,6 - 79,6 (2013/M8) 105,3 (2011/M3)

Consumer Price Index YoY, % 0,7 0,2 0,5 0,8 0,8 0,5 0,5 -0,7 (2014/M7) 4,0 (2011/M4)

Private Consumption YoY, % - - - 3,3 2,3 2,4 - -6,1 (2011/Q4) 3,4 (2010/Q2)

Public Consumption YoY, % - - - 0,6 0,4 0,9 - -3,9 (2011/Q3) 0,9 (2015/Q4)

Gross Fixed Capital Formation YoY, % - - - 5,2 2,0 -0,9 - -19,9 (2011/Q3) 8,6 (2015/Q1)

Euro Area Month 2015 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Indicator Unit JAN FEB MAR Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Min Max

GDP YoY s.a., % - - - 1,3 1,6 1,6 1,5 -1,1 (2013/Q1) 2,8 (2011/Q1)

Consumer Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 101,0 100,6 100,4 100,9 100,1 100,8 100,9 97,7 (2012/M11) 101,2 (2015/M3)

Business Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,4 100,3 100,3 100,3 100,4 100,4 100,5 98,8 (2012/M10) 101,6 (2011/M1)

Public Debt % GDP - - - 92,7 92,3 91,6 90,8 80,0 (2010/Q1) 92,7 (2014/Q2)

Unemployment Rate % - - - 11,1 11 10,7 10,5 9,9 (2011/M4) 12,1 (2013/M3)

Net Exports €, Billion - - - 69,2 66,5 68,4 69,3 -12,7 (2011/Q2) 77,5 (2014/Q4)

Consumer Price Index YoY 0,3 -0,2 0 -0,3 0,2 0,1 0,1 -0,6 (2015/M1) 3 (2011/M9)

USA Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Indicator Unit JAN FEB MAR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

GDP YoY s.a., % - - - 2,7 2,1 1,9 - 0,6  (2010/Q1) 3,1 (2010/Q3)

Consumer Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 100,7 100,7 100,5 100,9 100,6 100,6 100,6 96,8 (2011/M9) 101,1 (2015/M2)

Business Confidence Index Long-term avg. = 100 98,9 99.2 99,6 99,9 99,6 99,1 99,2 98,49 (2016/M1) 101,7 (2015/M2)

Public Debt % GDP - - - 101,3 100,5 104,2 - 87,0 (2010/Q1) 104,2 (2015/Q4)

Unemployment Rate % - - - 5,4 5,2 5 4,9 4,9 (2016/Q1) 9,8 (2010/Q1)

Net Exports $, Billion - - - -519,3 -530,4 -519,9 - -464,3 (2013/Q4) -615 (2012/Q1)

Consumer Price Index YoY, % 1,4 1 0,9 0 0,1 0,5 1,1 -0,2 (2015/M4) 3,9 (2011/M9)

NEC Statistics
Economic Overview
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Interbank Lending Market Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Rate Unit FEB MAR APR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

EURIBOR 3-month Rate (close), ∆ bps -0,18 -0,23 -0,25 4,1 bps 1,8 bps 8,9 bps 10 bps -0,25 (2016/M4) 1,60 (2011/M7)

EURIBOR 6-month Rate (close), ∆ bps -0,12 -0,13 -0,14 4,8 bps 1,4 bps 7,5 bps 9,4 bps -0,14 (2016/M4) 1,82 (2011/M7)

LIBOR 3-month Rate (close), ∆ bps 0,63 0,63 0,63 1,2 bps 4,2 bps 29 bps 1,6 bps 0,22 (2014/M4) 0,63 (2016/M4)

LIBOR 6-month Rate (close), ∆ bps 0,89 0,91 0,91 4,4 bps 8,9 bps 31 bps 6,5 bps 0,32 (2014/M5) 0,91 (2016/M4)

Eonia Rate (close), ∆ bps -0,23 -0,35 0,34 11 bps 6,2 bps 0,5bps 22 bps -0,35 (2016/M3) 1,715 (2011/M6)
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Currency Pairs Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Pair (Spot) Unit FEB MAR APR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

EUR/USD Close price 1,089 1,138 1,145 3,65% 0,35% 2,82% 4,84% 1,046 (2015/M3) 1,494 (2011/M5)

EUR/GBP Close price 0,782 0,792 0,784 1,99% 4,09% 0,37% 7,89% 0,694 (2015/M7) 0,908 (2011/M7)

EUR/JPY Close price 122,4 128,0 121,9 5,77% 1,75% 2,47% 1,94% 94,1 (2012/M7) 150 (2014/M12)

EUR/CHF Close price 1,086 1,094 1,099 0,18% 4,43% 0,15% 0,66% 0,843 (2015/M1) 1,489 (2010/M1)

EUR/AUD Close price 1,525 1,434 1,506 2,62%
10,14

%
6,71% 0,28% 1,160 (2012/M8) 1,659 (2015/M8)

USD/JPY Close price 112,4 112,5 106,4 2,03% 2,07% 0,35% 6,48% 75,57 (2011/M10) 125,9 (2015/M6)

USD/CAD Close price 1,354 1,299 1,256 1,63% 6,72% 4,09% 6,20% 0,941 (2011/M7) 1,386 (2015/M12)

GBP/USD Close price 1,393 1,437 1,461 5,77% 3,60% 2,47% 2,82% 1,384 (2016/M2) 1,719 (2014/M7)

AUD/USD Close price 0,714 0,767 0,761 1,01% 8,89% 4,01% 5,19% 0,683 (2016/M1) 1,108 (2011/M7)

Commodities Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Future 05/16 Unit FEB MAR APR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

Brent Oil $ p. barrel, close 36,6 40,3 47,4 10,2% 25,6% 23,6% 8,2% 28,0 (2016/M1) 126,6 (2014/M6)

Natural Gas $ p. MMBtu, close 1,7 1,96 2,18 3,3% 12,0% 16,9% 16,2% 1,69 (2016/M3) 8,97 (2010/M1)

Aluminum $ p. ton, close 1572 1517 1673 7,2% 4,9% 4,5% 0,7% 1444 (2015/M11) 2764 (2011/M4)

Copper $ p. lb., close 2,1 2,18 2,28 4,4% 10,5% 9,0% 2,3% 1,94 (2016/M1) 4,71 (2011/M2)

Nickel $ p. ton, close 8496 8498 9417 3,3% 13,1% 15,3% 3,3% 8286 (2016/M4) 28977 (2011/M2)

Zinc $ p. ton, close 1763 1811 1934 3,9% 15,6% 4,8% 13,2% 1552 (2015/M11) 2499 (2011/M2)

Gold $ p. ounce, close 1234 1236 1291 1,0% 4,9% 4,9% 16,6% 1045 (2015/M12) 1953 (2011/M9)

Silver $ p. ounce, close 14,9 15,5 17,8 6,6% 6,9% 4,9% 12,3% 13,6 (2015/M12) 50,9 (2011/M4)

Platinum $ p. ounce, close 934 978 1078 5,6% 15,8% 1,8% 9,5% 811 (2016/M1) 1938 (2011/M8)

Indices Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Index Unit FEB MAR APR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

S&P500 Quote (close) 1932 2059 2065 0,2% 6,9% 6,45% 0,77% 1011 (2010/M7) 2135 (2015/M5)

NASDAQ Comp. Quote (close) 4558 4870 4775 1,8% 7,4% 8,38% 2,75% 2061 (2010/M7) 5232 (2015/M7)

Russel 2000 Quote (close) 1032 1110 1127 0,6% 11,9% 3,72% 1,46% 520 (2010/M2) 1286 (2015/M6)

DAX 30 Quote (close) 9495 9966 10039 8,5% 11,7% 11,2% 7,24% 4966 (2011/M9) 12391 (2015/M4)

FTSE 100 Quote (close) 6097 6175 6242 3,7% 7,0% 3,08% 1,18% 4790 (2010/M7) 7123 (2015/M4)

Euro Stoxx 50 Quote (close) 2946 3005 3028 7,4% 9,5% 5,38% 8,04% 1936 (2011/M9) 3836 (2015/M4)

PSI-20 Quote (close) 4767 5021 5052 7,0% 9,1% 5,27% 5,51% 4372 (2012/M6) 8878 (2010/M1)

Nikkei 225 Quote (close) 16027 16759 16666 5,4% 14,1% 9,46%
11,95

%
8136 (2011/M11) 20953 (2015/M6)

S&P Asia 50 Quote (close) 2992 3285 3313 1,2% 18,3% 4,55% 0,27% 2656 (2011/M10) 4183 (2015/M4)

Government Bonds Month 2015 2016 Overview (2010 – 2016)

Bond Unit FEB MAR APR Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Min Max

Portugal 2-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 0,51 0,35 0,69 4 bps 1 bps 21 bps 23 bps -0,01 (2015/M6) 21,7 (2012/M1)

Portugal 10-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 2,87 2,76 3,16 128 bps 58 bps 14 bps 24 bps 1,51 (2015/M3) 16,5 (2012/M1)

Germany 2-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps -0,57 -0,49 -0,48 2 bps 2 bps 9 bps 13 bps -0,58 (2016/M3) 1,96 (2011/M5)

Germany 10-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 0,11 0,16 0,27 58 bps 18 bps 4 bps 48 bps 0,05 (2015/M4) 3,51 (2011/M4)

US 2-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 0,79 0,73 0,78 8 bps 2 bps 41 bps 34 bps 0,15 (2011/M9) 1,18 (2010/M4)

US 10-Year Gov. Bond Yield (close), ∆ bps 1,74 1,77 1,84 42 bps 34 bps 23 bps 50 bps 1,38 (2012/M7) 4,01 (2010/M4)

NEC Statistics
Financial Markets Overview
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XIII International Colloquium | Post-2008 Global Dynamics &
Structural Changes: Economic, Political and Eco-Societal
Transitions
11th – 13th May
ISEG, Edifício Quelhas n.6, Auditorium 2, 2nd floor

Conference | Sustainability, Maritime Safety and
Investigations: Exclusive Dimensions or Inextricably Linked?
17th May, 14h30
ISEG, Edifício Quelhas, Room Santander

Conference | Menos é mais?
18th May, 15h00 – 17h30
Nova Medical School, Campo Mártires da Pátria 130, 1169-056 Lisboa

Thematic Cycle | Riscos Psicossociais e Direitos Laborais
18th – 20th May
ISEG, Edifício Quelhas, Auditorium 3-4

Conference | Investimento em Infraestruturas em Portugal
19th May, 18h15 – 20h00
Auditório do Museu Nacional Soares dos Reis

Upcoming Events
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https://post2008colloquium.wordpress.com/
https://aquila2.iseg.ulisboa.pt/aquila/publico/units/events.do?method=viewEvent&unitID=102&announcementId=1192552&contentContextPath_PATH=/instituicao/ISEG/pagina-inicial&_request_checksum_=e1ab6c9bad47805324b5e12474dea5685098f1c0
https://www.ffms.pt/mesdapopulacao/menos-e-mais/
https://aquila2.iseg.ulisboa.pt/aquila/publico/units/events.do?method=viewEvent&unitID=102&announcementId=1190115&contentContextPath_PATH=/instituicao/ISEG/pagina-inicial&_request_checksum_=b111a3a0fa40bec31928418e34c3255dc98b2708

